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When it comes to web hosting, there are usually two options in front of the users in terms of the
platform- Windows or Linux hosting. While there are pros and cons to both the platforms, one
significant advantage of the latter over the former is its low cost. However, since it is lower priced,
there are many out there who tend to think that Linux may be inferior to Windows. However, the
case is not so. Here are the reasons why you will find Linux web hosting in India to be cheaper than
Windows hosting.

Open source platform- If you have a slight bit of knowledge about the tech world, you would know
that Linux is an open source platform. In other words, developers around the world are free to make
changes to it as they like. Hence, it means that it takes lesser paid resources to make Linux better
than it would to make Windows better, since Windows runs on proprietary software. That is one of
the main reasons why Linux web hosting in India is cheaper than its Windows counterpart.

Less prone to security issues- One of the advantages of Linux over Windows is that it is less prone
to security attacks. That advantage ultimately gets translated into cost advantage. Since Linux is
less susceptible to bugs and security loopholes, it takes lesser resources to maintain the system.
On the other hand, it takes greater number of resources to maintain the Windows platform. Of
course, these cost savings in the case of Linux are passed on to the clients in the form of lower
pricing and hence, lower cost of Linux web hosting in India.

Windows is what the masses know- Almost 70% of households in India have Microsoft Windows
running on their computer. In other words, Windows is a mass product that everyone recognizes.
Service providers use this advantage of Windows to keep the overall cost of services higher than
that for Linux. Since the average computer user is not very well versed with Linux, he is always
skeptical about going for it. Thus, like every other business, in order to sell it, providers always keep
its cost lower than Windows hosting, and thus, the lower cost of Linux web hosting in India.

But given the many advantages of Linux over Windows, including the cost factor, it makes perfect
sense to go for Linux web hosting in India than go for Windows. Of course, it ultimately boils down
to personal preference. The above is just a suggestion. 
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